
Dear Chen, I thought it was time that I write again.  It has been a while since my last 

update and a lot has happened.  My eldest son Michael started high school this year 

and Luke was 7 the other day.  I will be celebrating my 48th Birthday in a few weeks 

and I was just contemplating how nice it is to reach all these milestones and enjoy 

watching my children grow up. 

 

I am still amazed by how much my life has changed.  The great thing about 

overcoming adversity is that one’s perspective changes.  My focus is very much on 

enjoying life and making sure that I smell the roses every step along the journey.  You 

have played such a major part in that outlook and I still look forward to coming and 

seeing you every month or so, for my acupuncture and herbs.  I use it as a reminder of 

what I need to keep doing to keep myself healthy and happy. 

 

On that note, I was explaining to someone the other day that I haven’t eaten red meat, 

seafood or dairy for what will be coming up to ten years.  Everyone thinks I am insane 

until I mention the impact of making those changes and how my cancer has 

disappeared.  I can’t remember exactly how long but it must be around 8 years cancer 

free.  Not bad for someone with no options left back in 2001. 

 

I haven’t had a CT scan for what seems an eternity and my specialist visits have 

become less frequent.  I am due for my annual check-up soon and I am sure the doctor 

will be happy to see me.  Not often they get to see healthy patients. 

 

I am also pleased to say that my hip replacement has been a god send and I am 

virtually pain free.  All the extra work you did for me with targeted acupuncture was 

fantastic.  My surgery wounds healed quickly and the actual scar is neat as a pin.  I am 

sure all extra herbs helped the healing process. 

 

Pauline is also very grateful for your help with her skin problems.  She has been 

dealing with chronic skin irritations for years and I don’t know why we didn’t think of 

you sooner.  She has improved out of sight and the herbs have helped her general well 

being as well. 

 

We would both like to extend our sincerest thanks and good wishes.  I know we have 

a professional relationship, however we regard you as a friend we can turn to and a 

very important part of our lives.  I can only hope that our story helps others decide to 

entrust you with their well being and hope for a healthy future. 

 

Regards 

Tony and Pauline Ranieri 

27 May 2010 


